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Abstract The Magnetospheric Multiscale mission (MMS) consists of four identical spacecraft forming a
closely separated (≤10 km) and nearly regular tetrahedron. This configuration enables the decoupling of
spatial and temporal variations and allows the calculation of the spatial gradients of plasma and
electromagnetic field quantities. We make full use of the well cross-calibrated MMS magnetometers and fast
plasma instruments measurements to calculate both the magnetic and plasma forces in flux transfer events
(FTEs) and evaluate the relative contributions of different forces to the magnetopause momentum variation.
This analysis demonstrates that some but not all FTEs, consistent with previous studies, are indeed force-free
structures in which the magnetic pressure force balances the magnetic curvature force. Furthermore, we
contrast these events with FTE events that have non-force-free signatures.

1. Introduction

Flux transfer events (FTEs) couple solar wind mass, momentum, and energy to the magnetosphere through
their magnetic connection between the magnetosheath plasma and the magnetospheric plasma. They are
characterized by a unipolar magnetic field enhancement along the axial direction of the structure and a
transient bipolar magnetic field signature in the direction normal to the structure [Russell and Elphic,
1978]. There are also some FTEs with a decrease of magnetic field strength in the center, additional to
the typical unipolar magnetic field magnitude structure. This type of FTE is referred to as a crater FTE
[Labelle et al., 1987; Farrugia et al., 1988]. The physical interpretation of the observed FTE phenomena is still
subject to debate. The prevailing model of FTE structures is that of a magnetic flux rope [Elphic, 1990]. Other
concepts for explaining these structures, likemagnetopause waves [Sibeck, 1990], have proven to be inconsis-
tent with the observations. Many attempts have been made to fit the observational FTE data to a parameter-
ized flux ropemodel. Someof themare based on the Lundquist [1950] force-freewith circular cross-section flux
rope model by, e.g., Hasegawa et al. [2007], Scholer [1995], and Zhang et al. [2008]. Others use the assumption
that the flux rope is not magnetically force free but still in force balance with the magnetic field and plasma
pressures [Elphic and Russell, 1983; Farrugia et al., 2016]. The four MMS spacecraft with their close separation
and intercalibrated plasma and field instruments allow these hypotheses to be tested.

The NASAMagnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) Mission consists of four identical spacecraft, which form a nearly

regular tetrahedron [Burch et al., 2016]. The separation of the spacecraft can be as close as 10 km at the apo-

gee during Phase 1a of the prime mission, with a separation knowledge of 10m. The magnetic field, electric

field, and plasma instruments on board each spacecraft are identical and cross calibrated. In the region of

interest (greater than 9 Earth radii (RE) away from the Earth) the Fast Plasma Instruments (FPI) on board

the satellites operates at an unprecedented rapid cadence. In burst mode, the temporal resolution is a sample

every 150ms for ions and 30ms for electrons, which is comparable to but longer than the 7.8ms burst-mode

magnetic field data. These features facilitate the joint analysis of plasma and fields measurements to defi-

nitely and quantitatively answer physical questions related to the magnetic reconnection process by exam-

ining the variations of the directly measured physical quantities.
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In this paper, we first briefly describe the data and methodology used to perform the pressure and curvature
forces calculation. We then analyze four separate FTE events and present evidence that there are different
types of FTEs.

2. Data and Methodology

The data used in this paper are the magnetic field measurements from the fluxgate magnetometer [Russell
et al., 2016] and the plasma measurements from the Fast Plasma Instrument (FPI) [Pollock et al., 2016], which
are on board each of the four Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) spacecraft [Burch et al., 2016]. The data are
collected at slightly different times from the instruments on the four spacecraft, so all data are interpolated to
the time stamp of the magnetic field measurement of MMS1 for the cross-spacecraft and cross-instrument
calculations. The times associated with the magnetometer measurements are also assigned to the center
of each sample interval. However, the time stamp of the telemetered FPI data is associated with the begin-
ning of each sample interval. In order to work on a common time descriptor between instrument data sets,
we therefore assign a time to the FPI data that is shifted by half of its sample period. Thus, the two data pro-
ducts are consistent with each other and are centered on the same time.

The physical foundation of our discussion is based on the magnetohydrodynamic momentum equation,
given by equation (1), while equations (2) and (3) give the parallel and perpendicular components of
equation (1).

Elphic et al. [1980] suggested that some flux ropes are force-free structures with current only along the field
direction, such that both of the two terms j×B and ∇ � P in the right-hand side of equation (1) are equal to
zero.

ρ
Du
Dt

¼ j�B� ∇�P (1)

ρ
Du
Dt

j∥ ¼�b b�∇P∥ð Þ þ P∥ � P⊥ð Þ
2Pm

b�∇Pmð Þb (2)

ρ
Du
Dt

j⊥ ¼ �∇⊥Pmð Þ þ �∇⊥Pi⊥ð Þ þ �∇⊥Pe⊥ð Þ þ 2Pm þ Pi⊥ � Pi∥ð Þ þ Pe⊥ � Pe∥ð Þð Þκc (3)

where Pm ¼ B2

2μ
is the magnetic pressure and κc= (b �∇)b is the curvature of the magnetic field.

The terms on the right-hand side of equation (3) are the perpendicular gradient of magnetic pressure, the
perpendicular gradient of ion perpendicular pressure, the perpendicular gradient of electron perpendicular
pressure, the magnetic curvature force associated with the magnetic pressure and the magnetic curvature
force associated with the ion and electron anisotropy, respectively.

The numerical method related to the calculation of the different terms in equation (3) is the calculation of the
gradient of a vector or scalar field [Harvey, 1998]. Assume k=∇m is the gradient tensor of the scalar field m.
Define the function S to be the summation of the residue of the first-order Taylor expansion of m:

S ¼ ∑
N

α¼1
∑
N

β¼1
j k� rα � rβ

� �� mα �mβ
� �� �j2 (4)

rα in equation (4) is the location of spacecraft α in mesocenter frame, where the mesocenter is defined as the
average location of the four spacecraft.

In order to obtain the best estimation of k=∇m, we need δS
δkij

¼ 0. By solving this equation, we obtain

kj ¼ 1

N2 ∑α≠β mα �mβ
� �

rαk � rβk
� �� �

R�1kj (5)

where Rkj ¼ 1
N ∑

N

α¼1
rαi rαj .

Similarly, the gradient k of a vector b is

kij ¼ 1

N2 ∑α≠β bαi � bβi
� �

rαk � rβk
� �� �

R�1kj : (6)

For each flux transfer event, the physical quantities are examined in the local FTE-LMN coordinates as illu-
strated schematically in Figure 1. Because both the current and the magnetic field component along the
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direction of rope axis are not constant, the minimum variance analysis on them would not result in an accu-
rate rope axial direction. However, based on the assumption that the flux rope pressure profile is uniform
along the axial direction, the pressure gradient acts only perpendicular to the rope axis (green vectors in
Figure 1). Thus, minimum variance analysis on the magnetic pressure gradient will lead to an accurate rope
axial direction; thereby, we define this direction as L direction. When the spacecraft is at its closet encounter
to the FTE, i.e., when the magnetic field magnitude maximizes in the time series, the field can only have
two components (as shown in Figure 1b), one along the rope axis and the other along the spacecraft
trajectory projected in the M-N plane, which means Bmax = BM+ BL. So the N direction can be obtained
through N= (Bmax × L)/|Bmax × L|. Last, M completes the right-hand coordinate system.

3. Force Free and Non-Force-Free Flux Transfer Event Cases

Figure 2a shows an overview of the first event on 16 October 2015. This appears to be a partial magnetopause
crossing. The MMS fleet went from the magnetosphere into the magnetopause boundary layer at around
13:04:15 UT and went back into the magnetosphere at around 13:04:52 UT, and there is no evidence of pure
magnetosheath properties recorded by the MMS fleet. Two flux transfer events (FTEs), or flux ropes, are found
in the middle of this partial magnetopause crossing. They have been interpreted to be two adjacent islands
formed bymagnetic reconnection [Eastwood et al., 2016]. Figure 2b is an overview of another FTE event on 14
December 2015. The MMS spacecraft left the magnetopause at around 00:58:00 UT and went partially
through the magnetopause and back into the magnetosphere at around 00:59:40 UT. The flux rope is
embedded in the magnetopause layer and encountered the MMS fleet from 00:58:57 UT to 00:59:01 UT.
The last row in Figures 2a and 2b contains the current calculated from the curlometer. It is clearly demon-
strated that the current in the magnetopause is flowing in both the parallel and perpendicular directions with
comparable strengths, while the current inside the FTEs mainly flows along the magnetic field line. The
expansion in Figures 3a–3c shows the detailed structure of these three FTEs in the local FTE-LMN coordinates.
In each plot in Figure 3, lines a and d denote the start and end of each FTE event, respectively, while line b
denotes the time of maximum magnetic field strength inside the FTE.

In Figures 3a–3c, themagnetic field profiles exhibit bipolar structure in the N component and a unipolar struc-
ture in the L component, which is strong evidence for encountering a flux transfer event [Russell and Elphic,
1979]. The second event is nearly symmetric with respect to line b2, the time when the magnetic field magni-
tude reaches its maximum. The third event, on the other hand, is asymmetric around the maximum of |B|. The
first event exhibits the signature of a crater FTE. This topological difference inmagnetic profile is evidence that
an asymmetry could exist in the FTE, i.e., it may not be a perfectly circular flux rope. Using the multispacecraft
timing method, the velocity and direction (in LMN coordinates) of the three events are measured to be
260 km/s [0.44, �0.86, 0.27], 260 km/s [0.70, �0.67, �0.22], and 180 km/s [0.70 �0.71, 0.08], respectively.
The cross-section diameter of the three FTEs are 950 km, 1050 km, and 900 km, respectively.

Figure 1. Schematic picture of (a) the flux rope 3-D structure and (b) the cross-section perpendicular to the axis of the flux
rope. The blue arrows show the magnetic field line, green arrows point along the pressure gradient direction, while the red
arrow is the spacecraft trajectory. Dark, medium, and light yellow fill color illustrate the different pressure values.
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The sixth row of each event shows the parallel and perpendicular current from the curlometer calculation.
The parallel component dominates the current flowing through the flux transfer event in all three cases with
a magnitude of about 500 nA/m2. The current drops to around zero in the middle of the three FTEs (marked
by lines c1, c2, and c3, respectively), but surprisingly not coincident with the maximum of magnetic field
strength. The perpendicular current is nearly an order of magnitude smaller than the parallel current through-
out FTE1 and FTE2, which reveals the near force-free property of the flux transfer events, while the magnitude
of the perpendicular current is comparable to the parallel current in part of FTE3 (between line d3 and e3).
However, there is no absolute threshold of current strength to determine whether the structure is magnetic
force free or not. A plausible way to classify force-free and non-force-free structures would be to determine

Figure 2. Overview of three flux transfer event embedded between two partial magnetopause crossing, (a) the magnetopause crossing on 16 October 2015 and two
FTEs; (b) the magnetopause crossing on 14 December 2015 and one FTE contained within it. For both plots, the first four panels are the GSM X, Y, Z components, and
intensity of the magnetic field of the four MMS spacecraft in black (MMS1), orange (MMS2), light green (MMS3), and light blue (MMS4), respectively. The fifth row
shows the current from the curlometer, the black trace is the current parallel to the magnetic field, and the orange trace is the perpendicular current.

Figure 3. Three FTEs, the first four rows are the L,M, N component, and intensity of the magnetic field for the four MMS spacecraft in black (MMS1), orange (MMS2),
light green (MMS3), and light blue (MMS4), respectively. The fifth row is the magnetic pressure in orange and total pressure in black. The sixth row is the current from
the curlometer, the black trace is the current parallel to the magnetic field, and the orange trace is the perpendicular current. The last four rows are the L, M, N
direction, and total of the force analysis, with the black being the summation of different force contribution, the orange being the magnetic pressure gradient force,
the light blue being ion pressure gradient force, and light green being the magnetic curvature force.
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the relative dominant terms in the momentum equation to check whether or not they are purely magnetic
terms. A FTE where purely magnetic terms determine the momentum balance would be a force-free structure.

This property is examined in more detail in the remaining panels in Figure 3. The last four panels of each dis-
played event are the three components as well as themagnitude of themagnetic pressure force components
(in orange), the magnetic curvature force (in dark green) component of the j×B force, the ion pressure gra-
dient (in light blue), and the total force exerted on the FTEs (in black). These force analyses definitively show
that the magnetic curvature force in FTE1 and FTE2 is always opposite the magnetic pressure force and
results in much smaller total magnetic force (i.e., j×B force). But the magnetic pressure and curvature force
magnitudes vary considerably in these three events. The force magnitudes are 2 pPa/km and 8pPa/km,
respectively. In each individual event, the force profile also demonstrates apparent asymmetry. For example,
in FTE2, the normal component of the force is much larger before the maximum of the magnetic field
strength intensity than thereafter.

Although FTE3 shares a similar behavior to those of FTE1 and FTE2 (the magnetic curvature force opposes the
magnetic pressure force), a significant difference is that the magnetic curvature force is much smaller than
magnetic pressure force (especially in the normal direction) and results in a nonvanishing magnetic force
in the case of FTE3. Also shown in the last two rows of Figure 3c, the nonzero j×B force is balanced by the
ion pressure gradient force. So FTE3 is not a force-free structure but involves force balance between nonzero
magnetic and plasma forces.

Figure 4. (a) The fourth FTE, which is non–force free and (b) the center part of this FTE, where large magnetic and plasma force exist. The plot format is similar to
Figure 3, despite that three curves are added into the last four panels of Figure 4b. They are the electron pressure gradient in red, curvature force associated with
ion pressure anisotropy in light green and curvature force associated with electron anisotropy in dark blue.
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In order to prove that the non-force-free FTE3 is not unique, we present a fourth FTE (FTE4) in Figure 4a. The
velocity of FTE4 is close to 146 km/s, which leads to a much larger diameter of 4700 km. The current in FTE4 is
concentrated in the very central part of this FTE. The total magnetic force has two very large (~30 pPa/km)
peaks in the center of this FTE. This force is also balanced by the ion pressure gradient force, similar to
FTE3. In Figure 4b, for the 5 s interval (between b4 and e4 in Figure 4a) where the magnetic pressure force
peaks is presented and shows evidence that the magnetic force is balanced by the ion pressure gradient
force in the “crater” part of FTE3. In FTE4, the parallel current changes from along the magnetic field to anti-
parallel to the magnetic field marked by line f4 and g4, right after the ion pressure gradient and magnetic
pressure gradients reach their maxima. This antiparallel current untwists the field line, providing evidence
that the physical process inside the crater is very dynamic.

Also plotted in the last four rows of Figure 4b is the electron pressure gradient force (in dark red), the curva-
ture force due to the ion anisotropy (in light green), and the curvature force due to the electron anisotropy (in
dark blue). As shown in the figure, these three components of equation (3) are around zero, so they do not
contribute significantly to the momentum variation of the FTEs compared to the ion pressure gradient force.
This is expected because the temperature of electrons is usually much smaller than that of ions. This is also
the case with the other three FTEs, although not explicitly shown in their force analysis plots.

4. Conclusions

The diagnostic capability of the MMS mission, with four identical satellites forming a closely separated tetra-
hedron with high-resolution plasma and magnetic field measurements, was fully exploited in this study to
perform a quantitative analysis of the forces associated with the four flux transfer events. First, the force ana-
lysis procedure was used to determine the axial direction of the flux transfer event by estimating the mini-
mum variation direction of the magnetic pressure force, because the flux rope does not push along its
axis. The force analysis provides much more information than the current analysis by itself. Through this
powerful tool enabled by the MMSmission, we demonstrate that there are force-free flux transfer event cases
as predicted by Lundquist [1950] in which the magnetic pressure force is balanced by the magnetic curvature
force. However, there are also FTEs in which themagnetic curvature force is not sufficient to balance themag-
netic pressure force. Therefore, the plasma force and especially the ion pressure force must be taken into
account in the FTE force balance, while the electron contribution is usually small and can be ignored. To study
the dynamics of FTE, both the ion and magnetic structure must be examined.
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